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For over twenty years we have been granted permission to enter people’s lives. Our worlds come together 
during their most significant moments, in which they allow us to know them – to really know them, so that we may 
create for them, a world that is uniquely their own. They allow us the privilege to use their stories as inspiration, 
and their dreams as our canvas. 

Though undoubtedly in love with our craft, we often find ourselves musing about what it is we really do. What is 
it all for? This ephemeral instance that teeters between installation and theatrics, engineering and art; erected 
only to be taken down just a few hours later. 

Until suddenly, impermanence becomes magic, as guests trickle into a space so carefully constructed just for them. 
A synthesis of shape, color, and texture brought to life. A physical manifestation of something not unlike a dream. 
You see, an event is far more than just a party. It is a moment in time and space. A fleeting memory to last a lifetime. 
Each person that walks through our office door brings with them a thrilling possibility, which time and time 
again, we are honored to discover.

We hope that in the following pages you will find these discoveries, and find too, the possibility of discovering 
yourself. 

Yaron Lousky & Koby Bar Yehuda

Planning your special occasion should be an exciting and 
enjoyable experience for everyone involved. Your event is 
our passion, and we care and cultivate each detail of your 
dream, along with you, in a completely fun and relaxed 
environment. KBY’s unique and comprehensive process is 
where we thrive, and what ultimately delivers innovative, 
diverse, and inspiring productions each and every time. 
In the following pages: a glimpse into our process.

Proccess
to Product

from
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CreativitytoConcept
We’ve grown to consider ourselves 
translators. Experts at understanding 
you, your desires, your preferences, your 
rhythm, and your dreams, and translating 
them into a cohesive, experience which 
embodies your very essence. Then we get to 
work, crafting concepts, mood boards, color 
schemes, and more. Incorporating cuisine, 
entertainment, and countless other elements 
that come together to create your experience

Creativity
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Once concepts are  agreed upon, and ideas 
developed. our skilled team of designers 
and planners conceive renderings and 
sketches, offering an almost lifelike prese-
tation of your  event and what you can 
expect to see on your    special day.
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InstallationInspiration
TO

Here is where your wildest imaginations 
come to life. A phase so exciting and 
so continually refreshing, as months 
of plans, sketches, and renderings are 
physically erected before our very 
eyes. Our skilled team of contractors, 
installation artists, designers, and 
producers come together to move 
your event from paper to partyInstallation
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Party!toTime
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Natural beauty took center-stage for this charming wedding party; 
ever so fitting for the elegant, yet down to earth couple tying the 
knot. A beautiful tented amphitheater set the scene for an intimate 
ceremony, lined with fluffy white pillows, surrounded by flowing 
white drapery and lace. Daises, white roses, and baby’s breath 
decorated the party, which continued amidst the olive grove. 
Vintage candelabras hung from the trees, and candle votives filled 
the air, welcoming the couple into their nuptials surrounded by 
nature, nostalgia, and the people they love.

Photography by: Erez Harodi & Ilan Mor 

Israel | Neot Kedumim | 350 Guests | Wedding
WoodlandWhimsical
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Photography by: Jessica Claire Norwood & Pierre Mikael Cohenhttp://qrs.ly/574vhlv

Destination weddings give us the exciting opportunity to fall in 
love with local cultures and flavors. Deep in Punta Mita’s jungle, 
this spectacular wedding took over the boutique Imanta resort, on 
the Nayarit Riviera. Guests arrived to a cocktail hour surrounded 
by the jungle’s wildlife, where earth tones and minimal design were 
employed, so as not to disrupt the surrounding natural beauty.
 
A stone pathway led guests to a magnificent weeping willow inspired 
chuppah, where the gorgeous couple exchanged vows right as the 
pink sun dipped into the ocean behind them. At the breaking of the 
glass, guests proceeded to a custom-built venue beneath the stars. 
This vivacious crowd danced until dawn, when a bonfire chill-out 
greeted them on the sand. New beginnings were shared as a bale of 
baby sea turtles hatched and found their way into the Pacific.

Mexico | Imanta Resort | Destination Wedding | 500 Guests
DreamsSeashore
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Photography by: Ran Bergman & Ronen Boidek

Nothing says vintage glamour like this classically stunning 
wedding affair. A strong sense of tradition led this couple to 
Jerusalem’s pristine King David Hotel, to the same room where 
the bride’s parents wed one generation earlier. The family chose 
to preserve the Moorish Ottoman style of the room, highlighting 
the historical décor that the King David is known for. A custom 
wrought iron chuppa decorated with red and white roses set the 
scene for an exceptionally romantic exchange of vows.
 
Guests were then transported to the Waldorf Astoria, where an 
enchanting palette of bright hues and asymmetrical centerpieces 
dressed the shared tables. Rich golden candelabras inspired by 
Dolce & Gabbana’s Gold Mirror collection, lit the room, leading 
the regal couple and their guests to a decadent and glamorous 
celebration to remember. 

Jerusalem | King David & Waldorf Astoria | Wedding | 500 Guests
GlamourVintage
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Photography by: Ronen Boidek & Ran Bergman

If you’ve ever dreamt of a fairytale wedding, this enchanted 
forest dream surely goes beyond wildest imaginations. After an 
elaborate seven-day installation, three unique worlds emerged 
from the natural wonders of the distinctive Neot Kedumim reserve. 
Fused together with over 3000 square meters of custom-built 
platform stages, the pathways led guests into the mysteries of the 
forest, revealing an eclectic cigar-bar-inspired cocktail hour. 
Crystal lighting fixtures hung in the midst of the olive grove, 
while rich woodwork and leather furniture set the intimate scene. 

Guests were led though enchanting custom-built iron gates to the 
chuppah ceremony. The invitees then proceeded to enter nothing 
less than a colossal party-in-the-round, built from the ground up 
amidst a wheat field. Live music took center stage as the talented 
bride joined the 12-piece band for an unforgettable performance. 
The vivacious crowd danced into the morning hours, and freed 300 
white balloons into the night sky as they unleashed their wishes.

http://qrs.ly/j84vfr1

Israel | Neot Kedumim | Wedding | 600 Guests
ForestThe Enchanted
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Photography by: Ran Bergman

A festival of flavors best describes this souk inspired Bar-
Mitzvah celebration. Nestled in a cozy corner of the woods on 
the outskirts of Jerusalem, this event stimulated every sense. 
Stressed wood carts held the plethora of spices, vegetables, 
flowers, and knick-knacks, as the family feasted & rejoiced beneath 
the twinkling garlands. Instead of a traditional candle-lighting 
ceremony, each family was invited to plant a tree, and make a wish. 

Israel | Ben Shemen Forest | Bar Mitzvah | 200 Guests

BazarThe Big
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Photography by: Ran Bergman & Sasson Moshehttp://qrs.ly/za4vfr7

Some of our events are unique because of their unparalleled design. 
Some are exceptional due to the seemingly impossible production 
challenges we successfully overcome. Every once in a while comes 
an event that is so unique, and so inspired that it is extraordinary 
because of both. The Lost City was a completely imagined Nabithian 
oasis in the midst of the desert. An entire ancient village built from 
the ground up.

Guests wore white as they were transported to a “secret location”, 
only to arrive at an unexpected metropolis modeled on the ancient 
societies of the land. The structures, lined with ceramics, copper, 
wood, and natural herbs, totaled 150 meters wide, and 30 meters 
high, housed three pop-up restaurants featuring flavors by 
celebrity chef Omer Miller, Jerusalem’s exquisite Machneyuda, 
and Nazareth’s infamous Dahul of Diana’s. The natural wonder 
of the canyon served as a backdrop for an unrivaled video mapping 
installation, along with drums, drama, and a fiery feast for the 
senses.

Israel | Dead Sea | Bar Mitzvah | 500 Guests

CityThe Lost
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Photography by: Lovka

Mix a little urban flair with a gorgeous ocean view, a chuppah 
crafted of cascading orchids, and you have this stunning wedding 
right on the Tel Aviv Port. Following the ceremony, guests filled 
the infamous Hangar 11 for a multi-cultural affair, complete with 
5 “pop-up” restaurants, from which guests were able to order, and 
watch chefs such as Yaron Kestenbaum plate their entrées. 

A one of a kind scaffold inspired installation housed the 
entertainment for the evening, where live musicians, and projected 
video art interacted to surprise and excite the attendees all 
night long.

http://qrs.ly/164w1yv

Israel | Tel Aviv Port Hangar 11 | 500 Guests | Wedding
GlamourSeaside
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When approaching a destination as exotic as the Maldives, the 
challenge is to create an environment that feels as though it 

belongs. An area that blends so peacefully with the location’s 

natural wonders, that guests feel as if they are inhabiting a space 

that’s been there forever. This birthday party was a production to 

remember; an import and installation challenge, which proved that 

anything is possible.

 

nine events in five days, on four islands called for fifteen imported 
containers, which all came together to construct a seemingly 

effortless experience. A series of events characterized by elevated 

natural luxury, and of course, a whole lot of fun.

Photography by: Ilan MorQrs.ly/ek4vfru

Maldives | Anantara-Naladhu | Birthday Party | 200 Guests

apart
An Island
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Photography by: Ran Bergman

These invitees knew better than to be late for this very important 
date! Teatime went lux for this birthday party celebration on 
the Caesarean shore. A tall grassy maze led the guests into the 
wacky world of Alice In Wonderland, where intricate tea props 
were piled, neither too tall nor too small.

Partygoers sat on furniture fit for a Queen Of Hearts as they 
indulged in gourmet treats prepared by Kitchen Market’s Chef, 
Yossi Shitrit. Mad Hatters just wouldn’t be mad enough without 
a sugar high made possible by the colorful candy bar of every 
little girl’s sweetest dream.

Israel | Caesarea - Al Hayam | Birthday Party |300 Guests

Sunset PartyMad Hatter's
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Photography by: Jessica Claire Norwood & Pierre Mikael Cohen

Somewhere on the coast of Mexico, overlooking the Pacific, a 
stunning boho-chic pre-wedding soirée took over the shore in the 
best possible way. Nikki Beach inspired teepees lined the coast, 
as guests dressed in white walked barefoot to communal tables 
adorned with quartz moonstones soaked in sea mist and positive 
energies. Lounge music played as fresh caught island fare was served.

Mexico | St. Regis-Punta Mita | Destination Wedding | 500 Guests
LuxuryBarefoot
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Photography by: Lovka http://qrs.ly/3j4xakc

With flower walls commandeering both Chanel & Dior’s runway, 
not to mention the infamous “Kimye” union, we were excited to take 
on the flower wall challenge ourselves.

This gorgeous wedding celebration called for fresh imported 
buds combined with handmade  paper perennials, which covered 
our 20 meter long by 6 meter high wall. The florals dictated the 
event’s entire color scheme, as lush, romantic hues filled the space. 
Chandeliers lit the room as the live band helped the happy couple 
kick off their celebration, and their new lives together.

Tel Aviv | Hilton Tel Aviv | Wedding | 400 Guests
on the WallFlowers
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Photography by: Aleksey Malev & Yogev Amrany

This decadent desert kingdom was a pure reflection of this couple’s 
fantasy. Opulent oriental structures grazed the desert stars, with 
rich golden candelabras hanging down, veiled in fiery hued buds. 
A true majestic production constructed within the natural 
canyons of this Israeli desert. The couple tied the knot beneath 
an exquisite floral chuppa, after which the crowd engaged in 
traditional Eastern dancing until the morning hours, beneath 
majestic firework-ridden skies.

http://qrs.ly/614vfr2

Israel | Desert-Dead Sea | Wedding | 500 Guests
ChateauDesert
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Photography by: Ira Lippke

New York’s iconic Plaza Hotel was the perfect setting for this 
his and hers 20’s inspired wedding extravaganza. Vintage etiquette 
instructionals on How to be a Good Husband or Wife dictated 
the ironically fun-loving tone of this lavish affair.  A cocktail 
hour dedicated to him featured masculine cigar club themes, while 
the main event was all about her. Black and white ruffles against 
art -deco mirrored walls were brought to life with pops of fuchsia 
feather and orchids. The guests embodied the mantra of the 
city that never sleeps, while a sketch artist captured scenes on the 
balcony overlooking stunning Manhattan views. 

New York | The Plaza Hotel | Wedding | 300 Guests
At the PlazaA Night
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Photography by: Lovka

Just like a Fata Morgana, this natural sanctuary ostensibly appeared 
in the middle of a stretch of sand somewhere near the Dead Sea. 
An elegant mirage of earth tones was accented with touches 
of bright yellows and greens. A joyful crowd welcomed the 
Bar-Mitzvah boy and his loved ones as they celebrated his coming of 
age, and their unwavering connection to Israel.

Israel | Dead Sea | Bar Mitzvah | 300 Guests
MorganaFata
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Photography by: Ilan Mor

This wedding was for none-other than the whimsical and the 
eccentric; the worldly and the bold. When we asked the bride 
about her “happy place” she was quick to mention Anthropologie, 
the ethereal U.S. lifestyle store, known for its exquisite Boho-chic
design. We instantly knew from where to draw our inspiration.
 
This distinctive space featured a delicate fusion of organic and 
mutant elements, juxtaposed to industrial structures and elegant 
forms. Built of custom plywood cabinetry and white brick arches, 
this otherwise drab venue received a complete renovation. 
Repurposed windowsills and vintage floral prints affirmed the 
homey vibe, while bright blue ceramics, iron birdcages, and rustic 
globes added a sophisticated touch on this contemporary Secret 
Garden.

Tel Aviv | Hilton Tel Aviv | Wedding | 600 Guests
PlaceHappy
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Photography by: Ran Bergman & Noa Tomarkin

Deep in the midst of a palm grove, this hidden gem came to life in 
celebration of David’s Bar-Mitzvah. Like a colonial retreat, 
pergolas dressed in organic elements of wood and cotton ceiled 
the custom built stage. Earth tones set the backdrop for an event 
inspired by the seven species and a deep connection to the land of 
Israel, and its’ ancient biblical roots. Wild bougainvilleas shook 
the natural palette, evoking a sense of travel and adventure, 
as guests feasted on modern Israeli cuisine by Machneyuda . 

Israel | Neot Kedumim | Bar Mitzvah | 180 Guests
GemThe Hidden
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Photography by: Ran Bergman & Noa Tomarkin

Nothing excites us more than tapping into an era past to bring it 

alive once again. This Ronit Farm  celebration challenged us to 

completely transform the ballroom into Tel Aviv in the 1950’s. 

In-depth research clued us into the colors, typefaces, costumes, 

and cuisine. Each detail carefully thought up, serving the 

colorful concept ever so fittingly. Actors brought the space to 
life; welcoming guests into the moments they’ve only experienced 

through their parents’ and grandparents’ stories.

Israel | Ronit Farm | Bar Mitzvah | 300 Guests

Were the DaysThose
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Photography by: Ronen Boidek & Ran Bergman

Overlooking Jerusalem’s ancient city walls, this couple wed 
in the undeniably mystical Olmaya venue, surrounded by rich 
history, brought down to earth with the vintage organic decor. 
Countless baby’s breath branches weaved together created the 
lovebirds’ chuppa, as an endless trail of gypsophyl garlands led 
them to their vows.

Guests were then shuttled to the Waldorf Astoria for an elegantly 
vibrant reception. Dinner was served on long mirrored tables 
surrounded by lush floral bouquets. Most certainly a magical affair!

Jerusalem | Olmaya & Waldorf Astoria | Wedding | 400 Guests
EleganceRomantic
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Photography by: Ronen Boidek & Ran Bergman

Some things are simply best in their original form. For this 
flea inspired dinner, we decided to go to the source itself, 
and set up shop deep in the alleyways of Jaffa’s lively flea market. 
Long communal tables closed off the normally bustling market-
place alley, where the already present Jaffa spirit was brought a 
step further with inspired knick knacks, crates, colorful flowers, 
and festive bunting flags.

Tel Aviv | Cordillia | Rehearsal Dinner | 200 Guests
FiestaFlea Market
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Photography by: Ran Bergman

When an interior designer, who also happens to be a close friend, 
approached us about planning her special day, we were happy to take 
a step back and let the bride strut into our storage unit to choose 
from colors, textures, and props. What resulted was a concept-less 
pile of décor that had nothing in common other than the fact that 
she hand selected them.

This mound, both challenging and inspiring, posed the question: Does 
an event always need a concept? As designers, shouldn’t we allow 
ourselves the freedom to trust our instincts and create something 
that reflects us? The result was a gorgeous, eclectic, blooming 
experience in which no two tables were alike: a feeling of childish 
whim and floral bounty, and most of all, a world so entirely her.

Caesarea | Al Hayam | Wedding | 400 Guests
to be BrokenRules are Meant
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Photography by: Ran Bergman & Ronen Boidek

Spring is our favorite season for all things that grow. When a 
springtime party called for tulips, hydrangeas, and ranunculus in 
medleys of purple, fuchsia, and magenta, we just couldn’t wait to 
get our hands on those seasonal treats.

This couple tied the knot under the chuppa of their dreams. Each 
moment of their celebration was timed to perfection with live 
performances and the music of their choice. At 3 AM, just when 
they thought they were done for the night, a secret French 
inspired nightclub revealed itself just behind the main event. 
From purple rain to red debauchery, these party animals kept on ’til 
sunrise.

Israel | Ronit Farm | Wedding | 350 Guests
RainPurple
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Photography by: Kim Mariani

When in Rome, do as the Midcentury Romans do. This theatrical 
luncheon transported visitors to a different era, one which came 
alive in the stunning Castello Di Tor Crescenza with the help 
of live actors from the prestigious Florence Theater School. 
Guests entered an already living and breathing scene, where they 
were invited to feast on the tastes, sounds, and smells of the 
Italian flower market in its truest form.

Rome | Castello di Torcrescenza | Brunch | 120 Guests
Di FloriMercata
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Photography by: Ronen Boidek & Ran Bergman

This daytime white party on Jaffa’s stunning shore was sheer 
vacation luxury. Inspired by the St. Tropez, upscale beach-club 
lifestyle, white-washed wood with bold splashes of color livened 
up the already vivacious crowd. It was the perfect pre-wedding 
build-up event for a couple that knew how to warm up their crew. 
Guests enjoyed gourmet Mediterranean-inspired delicacies, 
surrounded by cerulean and tangerine pops, amongst revitalizing, 
freshly picked centerpieces.

Jaffa | Cassis | White Beach Party | 200 Guests
ClubThe Beach
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Photography by: Ilan Morhttp://qrs.ly/qc4vft5

When the W Hotel decided to announce their Jaffa 
restoration of an abandoned 19th century Ottoman building, 

we knew their launch party would just have to be on site. 

Here we decided to take the sleek, modern feel the W is known 
for, and combine it with the ancient flavors of Old Jaffa. 
Homemade Jaffa cuisine was served to a star-studded crowd. 

An unforgettable video mapping show brought the building’s 

restoration to life, culminating the evening, and giving Tel Aviv’s 

gossip columns plenty to write about.

Tel Aviv | W Tel Aviv Residences | Pre Launch | 500 Guests
Meets History

Style
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Photography by: Ran Bergman & Ronen Boidek

There are times when the natural beauty of a venue tells it all. 
This intimate wedding took its’ muse straight from the ocean 
view. A carefully selected palette of blues, paired with patterns 
and accessories straight out of an Easthampton beach cottage 
created a cozy, yet upscale atmosphere. Soft feminine touches were 
placed against white drapery, which mimicked the gentle sea breeze 
ever so softly.

Caesarea | Al Hayam | Wedding | 200 Guests
MomentsMagic
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Photography by: Ran Bergman & Erez Harodi

Tis the season for all things cedar-wood and pine, aromatic winter 
greens, and a mystical winter flower garden wedding! With a 
Christmas Eve wedding date, this stunning bride wanted her star-
studded Tel Aviv crowd to get in on the Holiday fun.

Guests entered a warm candlelit reception in a custom built tent 
right outside of the Hangar 11 venue, taking in pine-berry and 
orange spice aromas while feasting on an immaculate spread fit for 
this royal couple. An intimate ceremony ensued under a gypsophila 
canopy, mimicking an ever-so-gentle fall of snow for those 
dreaming of a white wedding.

An elated crowd proceeded into an effortlessly cozy and intimate 
Winter Wonderland, indulging in colorful cuisine and later kicking 
off the celebration with a live musical comedic act that kept the 
young crowd partying until dawn.

Tel Aviv | Hangar 11 | Wedding | 900 Guests

WonderlandWinter
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Photography by: Ran Bergman  & Erez Harodi

Corporate events are always an excellent excuse to think outside 
of the box and have a little fun. This soirée was all about creating 
a heightened experience for the senses. An emphasis on food and 
music inspired the interactive event, in which a centrally located 
restaurant prepared gourmet meals as company members enjoyed. 

In between tastings, live musicians climbed onto the bar to bang 
upon the hanging pots and pans in rhythmic unison. Surprise 
tambourines beneath each guest’s chair begged the cheerful 
crowd to drum along.

Tel Aviv | Sheva | Corporate Event | 100 Guests
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Photography by: Lovka

When a fabulous friend entered her sixth decade, it was only 
natural to throw her an urban loft birthday surprise. As chic as 
she is, monochrome houndstooth and thick stripes reminiscent 
of timeless Chanel couture, gave the house party a distinctive 
Parisian feel. Friends feasted on cuisine a la Chef Yossi Shitrit of 
Kitchen Market to celebrate many happy returns of the day.

Tel Aviv | 4th Floor | Birthday Party | 140 Guests
MagicMonochrome
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Photography by: Kate Pleasants

Party-throwers approach us at many different stages of their 
planning, where we specialize in jumping in and upgrading in a 
significant way. This Johannesburg based birthday boy reached out 
to us when he decided he wanted a little something extra out of his 
50th birthday party.

We drew from his private estate, expanded upon his home décor, 
and shifted a typical dinner dance to an eclectic lounge with live 
international musical performances. This event turned out to be 
much more than these guests could have ever imagined.

Johannesburg | Birthday Party | Private Estate | 250 Guests

PartyLet's
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Photography by: Chilo Ashkenazi & Jamie Gordon

There are some event venues that call for us to honor their space 
and natural beauty, and others, which call for the opposite. 
This masquerade themed Bat-Mitzvah at The Dorchester Hotel 
in London called for a complete transformation of the hotel 
ballroom, taking its’ classical structure and turning it into the 
vibrant, playful world of every 12-year-old girl’s dream. Each pink, 
purple, and blue detail added texture and spirit to the party of the 
year.

The entertainment took center stage with a custom scaffold wall, 
which featured a combination of live musicians and a projected feast 
for the eyes. This Queen had the night of her life in a world all
her own.

London | The Dorchester | Bat Mitzvah | 400 Guests
of the NightQueen
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Photography by: Ran Bergman http://qrs.ly/ka4w1yt

Move over Baz Luhrmann, because this is our take on a Gatsby 
wedding gala! Toss your traditional ideas about weddings to 
the wayside. For this glitzy event, the party took center stage. 
After some pre-dinner cocktails, guests entered a swingin’ 
revelry, complete with costumed actors and dancers to keep the 
vibe just right. Crystal adornments and speak-easy themed décor 
complemented the feathers and flair, and set the mood to keep these 
swingers swingin’ all night.

Israel | Ronit Farm | Wedding  |  500 Guests
Never Killed NobodyA Little Party
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Photography by: Ilan Mor

In the heart of Zurich, this Bat-Mitzvah girl quite literally 
inspired each element of her special event. Her silhouette acted as 
both logo and décor, as she mastered her own ceremony through 
colorful pre-recorded video on an endless 360 degree screen. 
This celebration was nothing short of quirky and fun. Floating 
flowers in fiery hues danced along the space, adding magic, and a 
futuristic tone to this one-of-a-kind fête.

Zurich | Aura | Bat Mitzvah  |  250 Guests
SpicesOrange
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Photography by: Ran Bergman

For this celebratory brunch, the name of the game was 
color, color, and some more color. Custom built archways 
set the space, introducing two-toned geometric figures. 
An assortment of flowers in almost every hue softened the hard 
lines, set on pastel patterned cloth. This vibrant palette was to 
the eyes what a fresh cup of orange juice is to the tongue. Actually, 
make that a mimosa!

Tel Aviv | Hilton Tel Aviv | Brunch | 400 Guests
Splash of ColorMediterranean
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Koby Bar Yehuda Inbal Elkeslassy

Lior Parnas Samsonov Vered Chait

Yaron Lousky

Estee Ben Benisti LererMiki Hedshoni

Ronen Elyakim

Catering: Omri Magal 
Bar Services: Hangar 11
Videographer: New Stream Film Production
Video Art: Studio Insight
Lighting Architects: Cochavi and Klein
Entertainement: Ma Kashur
Dj: Itay Galo

WonderlandWinter

Designer & Manufacture:
Natan Cornejo Chait

Designer & Manufacture:
Natan Cornejo Chait

apartAn Island

PlaceHappy

FiestaFlea Market to be BrokenRules are Meant

of the NightQueen
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